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But it is obviously not easy for people like Hongjun Patriarch, Zhou Mushen, Tianqi Supreme and others 

to torture and kill Ye Chen. 

 

Under the threat of Ren Feifei, Patriarch Hongjun, Zhou Mushen, Tianqi Supreme and others looked very 

ugly, but they had no choice but to bite the bullet and agree. 

 

The parties negotiated for three days and initially agreed on the content of the oath. 

 

This oath was established in the Tiandao family, so it is called "Heavenly Sword Oath". 

 

The core of the Heavenly Saber Oath is to establish an order so that people of all realms can fight each 

other. The Divine Dao Realm fights the Divine Dao Realm, the Tianyuan Realm fights the Tianyuan 

Realm, and the Nine Cauldron Realm fights the Nine Cauldron Realm. shot. 

 

Considering Ye Chen's real combat power, Ren Feifei allowed the existence of the Divine Dao Realm, and 

attacked Ye Chen who was in the Immeasurable Realm, but those who exceeded the Divine Dao Realm 

were not allowed. 

 

In the future, if Ye Chen ascends to the gods, the middle gods in the Tianyuan realm can make a move, 

but the upper gods can't, let alone the main god of the emperor. 

 

That is to say, those who want to deal with Ye Chen can only cultivate one realm higher than Ye Chen at 

most. 

 

All the heavenly emperors participating in the meeting jointly established the law of cause and effect. 

Once someone violated it, they would be immediately punished by the heavens and thundered. 

 



This oath can be witnessed by heaven and earth, and can be manifested by the sun and the moon. 

 

Of course, Patriarch Hongjun, Supreme Apocalypse and others are not fools, and naturally they will not 

let Ren Feifei dominate them. 

 

They stipulated the time of the Heavenly Sword Oath, which can only last for a hundred years at most. 

 

A hundred years later, the Heavenly Sword Oath expires, and anyone can take action against Ye Chen. 

 

A hundred years, in terms of time and space, is undoubtedly a blink of an eye, but Ren Feifei believes 

that this hundred years is enough for Ye Chen to rise. 

 

At the same time, if a battle is deliberately provoked by the reincarnation camp, it will not be affected 

by the oath. The top powerhouse of the opposing camp can attack Ye Chen and fight back. 

 

In short, this oath restricts the actions of top powerhouses such as Patriarch Hongjun and Emperor 

Gutian, but the reincarnation camp also loses the initiative to fight and cannot initiate disputes. From 

now on, it will pursue a defensive strategy, which is to endure , Waiting for Ye Chen to grow up. 

 

Judging from the content of the final Heavenly Sword Oath, all parties can reluctantly accept it, but it is 

obvious that the reincarnation camp benefits the most. 

 

From now on, Ye Chen can sleep peacefully, and don't have to worry about those top gods and gods 

attacking him again. 

 

Of course, people like Taihai Tiandi, Ye Han and others did not join the Heavenly Sword Oath, so they 

still pose a certain threat to Ye Chen, but the hidden danger is not great. 

 

Ren Feifei was able to pull out and provide shelter. 

 

The content of the Heavenly Sword Oath could be sensed throughout Wuwu Time and Space, and there 

was a commotion from all sides, and countless people were shocked. 



 

In this negotiation, Ren Feifei really did his best. With his own body, he suppressed many top emperors, 

and finally won a favorable contract for the reincarnation camp, and also won a chance for Ye Chen to 

grow. 

 

The next Wuwu time and space will probably be more active than before. 

 

In the past, most of the top Heavenly Emperor Gods kept their resources for themselves, and they all 

wanted to attack the Super Heavenly Emperor, and all wanted to go to the other side of the starry sky. 

 

However, after the establishment of the Tiandao Oath, those camps that are hostile to reincarnation will 

inevitably pass on more resources to the younger generation to resist Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen smelled the vicissitudes of the situation, but no matter what, if it was a fight between his peers, 

he had the confidence to push everything aside. 

 

After the negotiation, Ye Chen immediately wrote a letter and sent it to the Zen Garden to express his 

gratitude to Ren Feifei. 

 

Ren Feifei wrote back with only one sentence: 

 

"If you reach the pole, take me to the other side of the starry sky." 

 

Seeing this sentence, Ye Chen trembled inexplicably. 

 

He seemed to have caught a glimpse of a scene, that is, the Buddha comprehended the scriptures on the 

Taoism of the Starry Sky, and he was puzzled, so he invited Ren Feifei to read it together. 

 

Ren Feifei delved into the Taoism of the Starry Sky, and seemed to be more fascinated and interested in 

the world beyond the starry sky. 

 

This is not a good thing. 



 

Ye Chen was worried that the other side of the starry sky would also become Ren Feifei's obsession. 

 

Like the Buddha, obsession becomes a demon, it is really terrible. 

 

"Forget it, I believe Senior, he won't be obsessed easily." 

 

"Besides, Senior Ren and I are each other's lighthouses." 

 

Ye Chen shook his head, discarding distracting thoughts in his heart. 

 

At this time, counting the days, the auction of the Misty Chamber of Commerce will be held soon, and it 

will be tomorrow. 

 

"This auction should allow me to find something useful." 

 

Ye Chen thought to himself that he now needs a lot of resources, a lot of opportunities, and constantly 

improving his own strength, so that he can grow to the point where he can fight against the top 

emperor in a hundred years. 

 

At that moment, Ye Chen sacrificed the Titan God Ship, and took the ship to the Misty Chamber of 

Commerce through the air. 

 

Ye Chen had two main purposes for going to the Misty Chamber of Commerce and participating in the 

auction this time. 
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Ye Chen knew that the black-patterned stone egg and the matter of the mysterious monster were of 

great importance, so he would not reveal it easily. He was secretly happy to see people from the 

monster clan coming to the auction. 

 

When there is a suitable opportunity, Ye Chen will go to find out the whereabouts of Xuan Yao. 

 

Liu Yexi handed over a list and said, "Lord of Reincarnation, this is the item that will be auctioned in 

tomorrow's auction, please have a look." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, took a look at the list, and saw tomorrow's auction, the items to be auctioned, such as 

pills, magic weapons, weapons, magical powers and cheats, etc., are all available, quite rich, and the list 

also marked the start of the auction. The price is worth a lot. 

 

Before Ye Chen set off, his grandfather gave him a lot of gold source jade, about 100,000. If he wanted 

to bid for two or three items, he should be able to bid, but it would not work if there were too many 

items. He could not buy too expensive items. rise. 

 

The Shanghuang Tiangong is not rich, because the grandfather used to be the god of outer gods, but it 

was just a name, and the money was controlled by the ancestor Hongjun, and the real rich was Hongjun. 

 

Taking out 100,000 gold source jades is already the limit of the current Shanghuang Tiangong, which is 

really a bit shabby. 

 

Ye Chen still remembered that when Ye Han dealt with him before, he burned a total of two million 

yuan jade to cover up the secrets and avoid the prying eyes of Emperor Yuantian. 

 

In comparison, his 100,000 Origin Jade is not enough at all. 

 

Last time he helped the Misty Chamber of Commerce to refine the Moon Emperor Demon Pellet, and 

the previous accumulation, all the source jades add up to about 100,000. 

 

That is to say, Ye Chen's current wealth is about 200,000 gold and jade. With such a noble status, it is 

really shabby to say such a small family fortune. 



 

Ye Chen browsed through the list of auction items, and suddenly felt the hairs on his back standing on 

end, as if some huge danger was approaching. 

 

He instantly became vigilant, his eyes turned cold, and when he looked back, he saw two familiar figures 

striding in. 

 

It's Yehan! 

 

And his junior sister, Charming Heart. 

 

Ye Han didn't ride Nine-Tails. The ominous aura of such strange beasts as Nine-Tails was too strong. 

Even if he wanted to ride, the Misty Chamber of Commerce would not allow him in. 

 

However, Ye Chen was keenly aware that Nine Tails was hiding in Yehan's body. 

 

Others can't detect it, but he can easily find it. 

 

As long as Ye Han is willing, he can unleash the power of Nine Tails at any time. 

 

Yehan is the main god of the Emperor of Heaven. In the absence of time and space, there is no 

restriction of the laws of reality. The air of the Emperor of Heaven blooms all over his body. There are 

tens of thousands of time and space behind him. 

 

However, Ye Chen is someone who has seen big scenes. 

 

He could feel that Yehan's Heavenly Emperor Qi was very different from Ren Feifan, Buddha and other 

top Heavenly Emperors. Without the majestic and majestic atmosphere, his foundation seemed a bit 

vain. 

 



Ye Chen knew that this was because Yehan used the power of Nine Tails to cultivate Heavenly Emperor 

Qi, absorbed too much Nine Tails' aura, but neglected to strengthen his own cultivation, so the aura 

seemed a bit vain. 

 

But this is only compared with top emperors such as Buddha and Ren Feifei. If compared with Ye Chen, 

Ye Han is much stronger. 

 

The realm of the Lord God is very far away from Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Han can be said to be the youngest group of all the gods and gods in the entire Wu Wu time and 

space. 

 

Most people at his age probably haven't even broken through to the Divine Dao Realm. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, stay safe." 

 

When Ye Han saw Ye Chen, he smiled and said hello. On the surface, he and Ye Chen seemed to be old 

friends, and outsiders didn't know it. In fact, the two had a deep hatred. 

 

Ye Chen only smiled coldly and didn't speak. 

 

With Ye Han's gaze, he inadvertently glanced at Ye Chen's broken heart bell hanging on his waist, and a 

hint of fear flashed in his eyes. 

 

He knew that behind Ye Chen was Ren Feifei, and it was absolutely impossible for him to rely on his 

realm to bully the small. 

 

Moreover, his Heavenly Emperor power needs to be used to suppress Nine Tails all the time, and it 

cannot be used externally easily. 

 



Although he didn't join the Heavenly Sword Oath, he also has various restrictions, so he can't take action 

easily. What's more, the forces under his command, the believers and disciples he cultivated, are far 

inferior to the Tianxu Temple, the Ancient Star Gate and other forces. , most are used to absorb faith. 

 

He wanted to rely on his subordinates to deal with Ye Chen, that was just a dream. 

 

Ren Feifei obviously also knew that Ye Han was not a big threat to Ye Chen at this stage, so he didn't 

deliberately invite him to participate in the Heavenly Sword Oath. 

 

Ye Chen can naturally see all kinds of restrictions behind Ye Han, so now, even if he faces Ye Han 

directly, he doesn't panic at all. 

 

"Master Yehan, welcome to the Misty Chamber of Commerce." 

 

Seeing Yehan coming, Liu Yexi smiled and stepped forward to greet him, and said: 

 

"The last time you entrusted our chamber of commerce to refine the pill, is the effect satisfactory?" 

 

Yehan smiled and said, "Satisfied, very satisfied, haha." 

 

Ye Chen listened to the conversation between Ye Han and Liu Yexi, his heart shuddered suddenly, and 

he thought of the Moon Emperor Demon Pill. 

 

Could it be that the original Moon Emperor Demon Pill was consigned by Ye Han to refine it? 

 

Ye Chen had felt for a long time that the Moon Emperor Demon Pill might be harmful to him, so he 

saved a hand and secretly planted a trace of the power of the Throne of Thorns in the medicine pill. 

 

It's just that he didn't expect that this elixir would be related to Yehan. 

 

Ye Han refined the Moon Emperor Demon Pill, what exactly did he want to do? 



 

"Master Yehan, please go to the VIP room to rest first." 

 

Liu Yexi seemed to know that Ye Han and Ye Chen had conflicts, so she immediately called someone 

over and took Ye Han to the VIP room to avoid disputes. 
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Yehan nodded, gave Ye Chen a meaningful look, and then left. 

 

Not long after Ye Han left, a ferocious demonic aura descended from the Misty Land, and a dozen 

demon clans were seen striding in. 

 

These dozen or so monster clans all have the appearance of white apes, their bodies are covered with 

long snow-white hair. up. 

 

A powerhouse in the Heaven-reaching Realm is known as a god king, and in the infinite time and space, 

he can also be called a first-class powerhouse. 

 

"The Tongtian Ape Clan is here." 

 

Seeing the dozen or so white apes, many guests in the chamber of commerce began to discuss in low 

voices. 

 

The Tongtian Ape Clan is a famous monster clan in Wuwu Time and Space. They are born with 

outstanding talents. As long as they are willing to work hard and accumulate enough resources, they will 

definitely become the supreme powerhouse and destroy everything. 

 

Their physical bodies are even more terrifying. 

 



But this excellent blood and body also have huge limitations, that is, all the apes who reach the sky 

cannot ascend to the top and proclaim themselves emperors, and have no hope of becoming the 

emperor of heaven. 

 

Due to their special bloodline, the Tongtian Ape Clan is a top-notch assistant among the entire Monster 

Clan. They themselves have no possibility of ascending to the top, but they can assist the top-level 

Monster Clan Great Emperor to establish hegemony. 

 

Therefore, many top monster clans will try their best to recruit the Tongtian ape clan. 

 

"Your Excellency the Ape King, I haven't seen you for a long time, but your old man's demeanor is still 

the same." 

 

Liu Yexi stepped forward to greet him and saluted the old white ape. 

 

That old white ape is the leader of this Tongtian ape clan, known as the ape king. 

 

Ye Chen's heart moved slightly, and he vaguely glimpsed the secret of the sky. These Tongtian apes 

probably assisted Xuan Yao and knew the whereabouts of Xuan Yao. 

 

The old ape king nodded slightly, and said to Liu Yexi: "President Liu, the auction tomorrow will be 

auctioned by the demon emperor's bone, right?" 

 

Liu Yexi said: "Exactly." 

 

The ape king said: "Very good, this bone of the demon emperor must be left to our Tongtian ape clan!" 

 

Ye Chen heard from Ren Feifan that in this auction, there will be an auction of sacred objects from the 

monster race. 

 

The sacred object of the monster clan is obviously the bone of the monster emperor, which is what this 

ape king wants most. 



 

Liu Yexi smiled and said: "As long as Your Excellency the Ape King can afford enough money, the bone of 

the Demon Emperor will naturally be yours." 

 

The ape king chuckled, and said, "Don't worry, we brought a million source jades here, if we want to bid 

for the demon emperor's bone, that's enough." 

 

Liu Yexi said: "That's good, come and take Your Excellency the Ape King to the VIP room." 

 

So he called his servants to receive the Tongtian Ape Clan, and brought them to the VIP room. 

 

After receiving the Tongtian Ape Clan, Liu Yexi returned to Ye Chen's side and said apologetically: 

 

"Lord of Reincarnation, I've been waiting for a long time. In fact, our Misty Chamber of Commerce has 

one more thing to do today, and I want to trouble you." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Oh, what's the matter?" 

 

Liu Yexi sighed: "Our Piaomiao Chamber of Commerce has an auction item, which is a special heaven-

reaching elixir called the Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill." 

 

"That day, the Soul Blood Bone Pill was accidentally stolen not long ago. Although we finally got back the 

elixir, the elixir was damaged, which may affect tomorrow's auction." 

 

"We would like to ask you to help repair the pill." 

 

"Of course, don't worry, we will pay you enough." 

 

In Wuwu time and space, the grades of pills can be divided into infinite grade, divine way grade, 

Tianyuan grade, Shangshen grade, Tongtian grade, and Tiandi grade. 

 



The grade system of the pill corresponds to the cultivation system. 

 

Heaven-reaching elixir is extremely precious, and it can make a god-king in the sky-reaching realm, after 

taking it, also produce a huge buff effect. 

 

Some warriors in the real world try to use the word god king in vain, but they don't know that no time 

and space will give birth to a real god king! 

 

If it is taken by ordinary practitioners, the buff effect will be even stronger. 

 

That day's soul blood bone pill is also an important item in tomorrow's auction, and it is worth a lot. 

 

Ye Chen narrowed his eyes slightly, and said, "You want me to help repair the pill?" 

 

Liu Yexi said: "Yes, Lord of Reincarnation, your alchemy skills are superb, and now I can only rely on 

you." 

 

Ye Chen's alchemy skills are even more powerful than that of the Alchemy Emperor. If he makes a move, 

the Soul Blood Bone Pill can definitely be repaired that day. 

 

"You can ask me to take action if you want, but you must tell me, what was the purpose of refining the 

Moon Emperor Demon Pill before, and Ye Han entrusted you to refine it?" 

 

Ye Chen asked directly. 

 

Liu Yexi paused, but did not answer. 

 

But when Ye Chen saw her silence, he knew it already, and said, "Is it really Ye Han? What exactly does 

he want to do when he refines the Moon Emperor Demon Pill?" 

 



Liu Yexi said helplessly: "The lord of reincarnation, let's not hide the truth. In fact, Mr. Yehan entrusted 

us to refine the Moon Emperor Demon Pill, and we don't know his purpose. It's a guest's secret, and our 

chamber of commerce will never ask." 

 

"All I know is that he gave a huge reward, which is enough to make our chamber of commerce tempt." 

 

"I checked some cheat books, and the Moon Emperor Demon Pill seems to be some kind of 

introduction, which can be used to awaken some ancient and mysterious existences." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Some kind of introduction?" 

 

Liu Yexi said: "Yes, but I don't know what it is. The cause and effect of other people's affairs and the 

rules of the chamber of commerce cannot be contaminated." 

 

Ye Chen frowned, what is the function of the Moon Emperor Magic Pill, and what Yehan wanted to use 

it for. 

 

While thinking about it, Ye Chen smelled a gentle fragrant wind blowing towards his face, like spring 

wind turning into rain. 

 

He looked up, and saw another distinguished guest coming to Misty Land. 
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It was a woman with a hot figure, very young, with a dignified and beautiful face. She was wearing a 

tight corset and waist, as if she wanted to hide her figure deliberately, but her figure was so hot that she 

couldn't hide it no matter what. Live, and her dignified and gentle temperament and appearance are 

quite disproportionate, and she seems too coquettish. 

 

The fragrance that Ye Chen smelled actually had a light fragrance, which was so warm and intoxicating. 

 



The woman was wearing a gorgeous dress like a brocade of clouds and smoke, branded with gold 

patterns, and a phoenix totem flying into the sky. She looked very dignified. Behind her were several 

followers of high god level, and her every move showed the glory of her status. 

 

"Miss Xin Xingya, the daughter of the Treasure Gathering Chamber of Commerce, has arrived." 

 

In the Chamber of Commerce, many people cried out in surprise when they saw this woman. 

 

"The Jubao Chamber of Commerce is the largest chamber of commerce in Wuwu, why did Miss Xin 

Xingya come here?" 

 

"Could it be that she also wants to auction something?" 

 

"Is there anything in the Treasure Gathering Chamber of Commerce, what exactly does she want?" 

 

Many discussions sounded, and many people looked at the incomparably noble woman with a figure 

that was too hot with doubts. 

 

Ye Chen was stunned when he saw this woman. 

 

Because he discovered that the appearance of this woman was exactly the same as that of the God of 

Beauty. 

 

He will never forget the face of the Goddess of Beauty, dignified, beautiful, noble, perfect, and merciful. 

 

This woman looks exactly like the Goddess of Beauty! 

 

"God of beauty, it's you..." 

 

Ye Chen cried out subconsciously, he couldn't believe his eyes, how could he have thought that he 

would meet the God of Beauty here. 



 

"What kind of beauty god, Lord of Reincarnation, did you recognize the wrong person? My name is Xin 

Xingya, it's my first meeting, it's a pleasure to meet you." 

 

Xin Xingya gave Ye Chen a gentle smile, showing the etiquette of a lady in her nobility. 

 

Ye Chen was stunned, and looked at Xin Xingya carefully, and found that her figure was much hotter 

than Beauty God's, and her plumpness was a bit too hot, almost tearing her dress. 

 

The figure of the Goddess of Beauty is that kind of perfect and well-proportioned proportion, which will 

not be so hot and seduce people's desires. 

 

But Xin Xingya's appearance is so similar to the God of Beauty, it can be said to be exactly the same. 

 

Ye Chen didn't know what this Xin Xingya had to do with the God of Beauty, but the causal connection 

must be close, so he immediately paid attention to it secretly. 

 

"It turned out to be Miss Xin Xingya, are you... the daughter of the Treasure Judging Chamber of 

Commerce?" 

 

Ye Chen bowed his hands to Xin Xingya, and he only wanted to form a good relationship with her first. 

After all, she and the God of Beauty are too similar, and the cause and effect behind it must not be 

simple. 

 

Xin Xingya said with a smile: "Miss Qianjin dare not be, my father is indeed the president of the Treasure 

Chamber of Commerce." 

 

Liu Yexi on the side hurriedly stepped forward and said: "Miss Xin Xingya, welcome to my Misty 

Chamber of Commerce. The place is simple and humble and cannot be compared with Jubao Chamber 

of Commerce. Miss Xingya, please don't be offended." 

 

Xin Xingya has a good temper, and said with a gentle smile, "It's okay." 



 

She said to Ye Chen again: "Lord of reincarnation, I just heard you say, what is the Moon Emperor magic 

pill?" 

 

Ye Chen's heart moved, and he hurriedly said: "Miss Xingya is from a famous family, I wonder if you have 

heard the legend of the Moon Emperor's magic pill?" 

 

Xin Xingya frowned slightly, thought for a while, and said: "This is not a place to talk, Lord of 

Reincarnation, let's chat in another place." 

 

Looking at Xin Xingya's appearance, she seemed to know the secret of the Moon Emperor's magic pill. 

 

Ye Chen nodded, and immediately moved to a VIP room inside the chamber of commerce with Xin 

Xingya. 

 

In the VIP room, there were only him and Xin Xingya. 

 

Alone in a room, in a closed space, Ye Chen could feel the fragrance of Xin Xingya's plump body, which 

made people think about it. 

 

Her appearance is so dignified, like a goddess of beauty, but the aura she exudes is so coquettish, so 

ecstatic, thanks to Ye Chen's calm heart, if she were an ordinary man, she might not be able to control 

her live. 

 

"The Lord of Reincarnation, the Moon Emperor Demon Pill, I have indeed heard the legend." 

 

"That is a kind of introduction, which can awaken an ancient and mysterious demon god from the long 

river of time and space." 

 

Xin Xingya's voice was mysterious, and she didn't talk nonsense, she directly talked to Ye Chen about the 

secret of the Moon Emperor Demon Pill. 

 



"Devil?" 

 

Ye Chen's heart trembled. 

 

Xin Xingya said: "Yes, that kind of demon god is called the Moon Emperor Demon God, who was 

originally a citizen of the Moon God Heavenly Emperor." 

 

"It is the Moon God and Heavenly Emperor who created the Moon Emperor Demon God Clan for her 

own use." 

 

Ye Chen was stunned, and said: "So that kind of demon god was created by the Moon God and Heavenly 

Emperor?" 

 

Xin Xingya said: "Yes, I caught some traces of the Moon God and Heavenly Emperor on your body, 

should you have heard her legend?" 

 

"Back then, the Moon God Heavenly Emperor was a Forbidden God ascending, limited by the heavens 

and the earth, it was very difficult to advance and break through, and he was unable to step into the 

realm of the Heavenly Emperor Lord God for a long time." 

 

"In order to ascend to the extreme and proclaim the emperor, she created the Moon Emperor Demon 

God Clan, hunting geniuses everywhere, specially hunting the grown-ups with great luck, and then using 

the Taoist alchemy technique to cast all those geniuses into pills, and eating them by herself , used to 

nourish vitality and impact the realm of the Emperor of Heaven." 

 

Ye Chen was terrified, and said: "What you said is true? Hunting and killing geniuses, casting them into 

pills and eating them, the methods of the Moon God and Heavenly Emperor are so cruel?" 

 

He never expected that the Moon God Emperor had such a cruel past. 

 

Xin Xingya said: "It's just a legend, I'm not sure, but you say it's cruel, it's a bit cruel." 

 



"However, in Wuwu time and space, there are not so many rules. As long as you have a clear heart, you 

can do anything." 

 

"Lord of Reincarnation, you are a person who values love and righteousness, and you will not kill 

innocent people indiscriminately. You may think that the methods used by the Moon God Emperor back 

then were a little cruel and cold, but it is really nothing." 

 

"Ordinary top-level powerhouses, if they refine a magic weapon or a pill, they may look for some 

universe without God's protection, slaughter all the creatures in the entire universe, and use them as 

materials for refining. Very common thing." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, expressing his understanding. 

 

In Wuwu time and space, there is no such thing as good and evil. The world is too chaotic. As long as you 

can be clear of your heart, your heart will not be dusty. 

 

"Actually, Yehan originally entrusted me with the Jubao Chamber of Commerce to help him create the 

Moon Emperor Demon Pill, and promised him a million Yuanyu as a reward. Hehe, it seems that he 

betrayed Emperor Tuo Tianzong back then, um, that is the current Tianzong. The Temple of the Ruins 

has indeed stolen countless resources, and it is really a big deal to give a million Yuanyu as much as you 

want." 

 

"However, I know that he created the Moon Emperor Demon Pill in order to awaken the Moon Emperor 

Demon God, and the plot was wrong. If I helped him, I would have a guilty conscience, so I finally 

refused." 

 

Xin Xingya went on to say that at the beginning, Yehan had asked her, but she didn't agree. 

 

"Miss Xingya, then you are really a kind person." 
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Ye Chen looked at Xin Xingya and said with a smile, he just felt very happy chatting with this 

distinguished lady. 

 

Listening to Ye Chen's praise, Xin Xingya smiled gently, and then a trace of solemnity flashed across her 

pretty face, and said: "Now it seems that Ye Han, the Lord of Reincarnation, refines the Moon Emperor 

Demon Pill and wakes up The Moon Emperor Demon God wants to target you." 

 

"He wants to use the Moon Emperor Demon God to hunt and kill you." 

 

The Moon Emperor and Demon God Clan were originally the subjects of the Moon God and Heavenly 

Emperor, and they hunted and killed geniuses for the Moon God and Heavenly Emperor. They inherited 

the supernatural powers of the Moon God and Heavenly Emperor, and their strength was very strong. 

 

After the Moon God and Heavenly Emperor fell, the Moon Emperor Demon God Clan also disappeared. 

 

But the Moon Emperor Demon Pill has a miraculous effect, it can awaken the Moon Emperor Demon 

God from the long river of time and space. 

 

Once the Moon Emperor Demon God was reborn, it would naturally be a nightmare for Ye Chen. 

 

"I see, I know." 

 

Ye Chen counted with his fingers, and felt that the heaven and earth fit together, and everything fit 

perfectly. 

 

Obviously, Xin Xingya's deduction is completely correct. 

 

Ye Han just wanted to wake up the Moon Emperor Demon God and hunt and kill Ye Chen. 

 

It was inconvenient for him to make a move, so he asked the Moon Emperor Demon God to do it. 

 



Once Ye Chen is hunted down, he will become the food of Nine Tails! 

 

Xin Xingya said: "Lord of Reincarnation, do you need my help? You and I hit it off right away, and I can 

use the power of my family to help you deal with the Moon Emperor Demon God." 

 

She was very measured in her words, she didn't say to help Ye Chen deal with Ye Han directly, she just 

said to deal with the Moon Emperor Demon God. 

 

After the fall of the Moon God and Heavenly Emperor, the Moon Emperor Demon God clan was buried 

with him. A very long time has passed. Even if Yehan could reverse time and space and summon the 

former Moon Emperor Demon God, his strength would definitely not be as powerful as at his peak. 

 

If Xin Xingya wanted to make a move, she could also help Ye Chen solve it. 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said: "No, I can solve it myself, thank you Miss Xingya for your kindness." 

 

When he met Xin Xingya for the first time, he naturally didn't want to be underestimated by the other 

party. 

 

Even if Ye Han really summoned the Moon Emperor Demon God, Ye Chen was confident of solving it. 

 

Xin Xingya said: "That's good." 

 

"I came to the auction this time to bid for the Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill. It is a heavenly-level elixir 

with a lot of aura. If I can get it, I think I can break through to the Heavenly Origin Realm." 

 

Ye Chen said "Oh", and carefully sensed Xin Xingya's breath, and found that her cultivation had already 

reached the ninth level of the Divine Dao Realm, and was not far from the Tianyuan Realm. 

 

The Divine Dao Realm is the lower god, and the Tianyuan Realm is the middle god, the gap between the 

two is huge. 

 



Generally speaking, it is very difficult to advance from the Divine Dao Realm to the Heavenly Origin 

Realm, and it needs to consume a lot of natural materials and treasures, or use pills to assist. 

 

Xin Xingya obviously relied on the elixir to promote her breakthrough. 

 

But as far as Ye Chen knew, the Soul Blood Bone Pill had already been damaged that day, so he said: 

"Miss Xingya, as far as I know, something happened to the Soul Blood Bone Pill that day, and it is now 

broken." 

 

Xin Xingya crossed her fingers, still very temperamental and dignified, and said softly: "I know that the 

damaged Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill is less effective, but I am only one step away from the Heavenly 

Origin Realm. , even if I take the damaged pill, I guess I can break through." 

 

"Because of this Divine Dao Realm, I have suppressed it for a long time." 

 

"My father has never wanted me to break through, because once I break through and surpass the Divine 

Dao Realm, I will no longer be able to participate in the competition." 

 

"He thinks that it will not be too late for me to break through after I participate in the Grand 

Competition." 

 

"Even, he used the law of cause and effect to suppress the realm for me." 

 

"But, the realm has been suppressed, I feel very uncomfortable, cough..." 

 

At the end, Xin Xingya looked a little uncomfortable and shy again, she moved her body, her fiery figure 

was like a sea wave, and the bursts of fragrance it emitted were dazzling. 

 

Ye Chen suddenly realized, and only then did he realize that her figure is so hot, and her body exudes 

bursts of bone-eroding smell. It turned out that it was due to the suppression of her realm and her full 

breath. 

 



It was her father who wanted her to maintain her state and participate in the competition. 

 

However, Xin Xingya obviously couldn't hold on anymore, and just wanted to break through and be 

relieved quickly. 

 

Because of her father's suppression of the law of karma, if she wants to break through, she must rely on 

that day's soul blood bone pill. 

 

"Miss Xingya, I know a little bit about alchemy, so I can help restore the elixir, so that your breakthrough 

will be smoother." 

 

Ye Chen said that before Liu Yexi asked him to repair the pill, he still hesitated, but now that he knew 

that Xin Xingya needed it, there was no reason to hesitate, he could do it. 

 

Xin Xingya was overjoyed and said, "Thank you so much, Lord of Reincarnation, I am very happy to have 

you as my friend today." 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said, "I am also very happy." 

 

The two had a tacit understanding and reached out to each other and shook hands closely. 

 

Ye Chen felt the warmth of Xin Xingya's palm. 

 

However, when he came into contact with Xin Xingya's body, he suddenly penetrated the secret and 

saw a scene. 

 

It was a picture of a dark forest. 

 

In the picture, Xin Xingya knelt in front of a statue in tears. 

 

That statue is exactly the statue of the Lord of Reincarnation, Ye Chen! 



 

And behind Xin Xingya, there was a young man watching everything silently. It was Ren Feifei. 

 

In this picture, no, to be precise, the person who bowed down to Ye Chen was not Xin Xingya, but the 

God of Beauty! 

 

This is the scene of Meishen and Ren Feifei meeting for the first time. 

 

When Ye Chen touched Xin Xingya's hand, he actually penetrated the secret and captured the picture of 

the past. 

 

He was stunned. From this point of view, Xin Xingya is the God of Beauty, and the God of Beauty is Xin 

Xingya, there is nothing wrong with it. 
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"Lord of reincarnation, what's wrong with you?" 

 

Xin Xingya saw that Ye Chen's expression was different, and he kept holding onto her hand, her 

eyebrows frowned suddenly, full of doubts. 

 

Ye Chen realized his gaffe, came back to his senses, let go of Xin Xingya's hand, and asked tentatively: 

 

"Miss Xingya, have you heard of... the God of Beauty?" 

 

Xin Xingya thought about it for a moment, and said, "God of beauty? Which god is this, I have never 

heard of it." 

 

Ye Chen felt strange when he heard her words, out of sincerity, and it didn't seem like a fake. 



 

He can be sure that Xin Xingya is the God of Beauty, and there is no mistake in the reappearance of the 

past scene just now. 

 

But for some reason, Xin Xingya didn't know that she was the God of Beauty, and she had never even 

heard of the name of God of Beauty. 

 

"Nothing, just ask." 

 

Ye Chen shook his head, it seems that behind this, there must be a very secret cause and effect, even 

Beauty God himself can't control it, so it's useless for him to ask further. 

 

"Miss Xingya, then I will repair the pill for you." 

 

Ye Chen said immediately. 

 

"Thank you, Lord of Reincarnation, here is a little source jade, it is my gift to you." 

 

Xin Xingya took out a storage bag and handed it to Ye Chen with a smile, with a gentle and elegant 

appearance. 

 

Ye Chen took it over and took a look, only to see that in the storage bag, the golden light was shining, 

and there were a total of 200,000 gold source jade. 

 

It has to be said that Xin Xingya is worthy of being the daughter of the Treasures Chamber of Commerce. 

She is really rich and rich, and she can spend two hundred thousand in one move. 

 

You know, Ye Chen's entire net worth is only two hundred thousand. 

 

"Thanks." 

 



Ye Chen smiled, and didn't pretend to evade anything, and just accepted it. 

 

He and Xin Xingya have formed a good relationship, and it will be much more convenient in the future. 

 

After leaving the VIP room, Ye Chen saw Liu Yexi waiting outside the door, he didn't talk nonsense, and 

said directly: 

 

"President Liu, do you want me to help you restore the Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill?" 

 

Liu Yexi said: "Yes, Lord of Reincarnation, are you finally willing to make a move?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "How about the reward?" 

 

Liu Yexi said: "Fifty thousand source jade." 

 

Ye Chen thought for a while, then said: "Okay, take me there." 

 

Fifty thousand yuan jade is not too little. After all, before Ye Chen set off, the money given to him by the 

Shanghuang Tiangong was only one hundred thousand. 

 

Liu Yexi was overjoyed, made an invitation gesture, and said, "Lord of Reincarnation, this way please." 

 

Ye Chen followed Liu Yexi, walked all the way, passed through corridors, and finally came to the treasury 

of the Misty Chamber of Commerce. 

 

This treasury is a place to store goods. There are rows of shelves filled with all kinds of natural and 

earthly treasures, weapons and magical treasures, magical cheats, etc., all of which are protected by 

special forbidden methods to prevent years of wear and tear. 

 

There are many personnel from the Chamber of Commerce, counting the goods. 



 

For tomorrow's auction, the things that are about to be auctioned are placed in the center of the 

treasure house, and some people are checking and sorting them out. 

 

One of them, Ye Chen was very interested in, and that was the fragments of the Demon Castle. 

 

Originally, the Misty Chamber of Commerce wanted to collect fragments of the Omen Castle and 

assemble them into a complete Omen Castle. They have already collected three pieces. 

 

But the last time Ye Chen was invited to refine the Moon Emperor Demon Pellet, they sent out two 

fragments directly. Then it is impossible for them to collect the complete Omen Castle, so this time, they 

directly took the last piece of Omen Castle fragment. , put it up for auction. 

 

And the starting price was as high as 500,000 Origin Jade. 

 

"President Liu, a fragment of the Heavenly Demon Castle is worth 500,000 Origin Jade. You gave me two 

pieces last time, wouldn't it be a big loss?" 

 

Ye Chen asked. 

 

Liu Yexi smiled and said: "It's not a loss, what's the point of having a good relationship with the Lord of 

Reincarnation, just two fragments of Horcruxes?" 

 

The last time I sent the fragments of the Omen Castle, it was the intention of the president behind the 

scenes of the chamber of commerce, just to make friends with Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen laughed loudly, and said, "President Liu is really good at talking." 

 

In addition to the fragments of the Demon Castle, Ye Chen also saw a piece of divine bone among the 

many items, surrounded by the aura of the emperor, the atmosphere of the demon way is soaring, and 

the energy is very surging. It must be the sacred object of the demon clan, the bone of the demon 

emperor. 



 

This bone of the demon emperor is said to be left behind by a powerful demon emperor in ancient 

times. It is worth a lot of money. 

 

"Lord of Reincarnation, please." 

 

Liu Yexi accompanied Ye Chen to observe for a while, then smiled and invited him to the second floor. 

 

Ye Chen nodded, then looked away, and went to the second floor with Liu Yexi. 

 

On the second floor of the treasure house, there is a huge gossip pill furnace, surrounded by various 

medicinal materials. 

 

In front of the alchemy furnace, there is a table covered with brocade. On the table is a jade box. The 

jade box is being opened. Inside is a blood-colored round elixir. There is ample energy of spiritual energy 

blooming in the void. Outlines the ancient battlefield, the picture of military strategists killing. 

 

Even Ye Chen could vaguely hear the sound of fighting on the ancient battlefield, which was very 

strange. 

 

However, if you look carefully, you can see that there is a crack on the top of the pill. The energy source 

in the pill has already flowed out, but it is restricted by a forbidden force and has not dissipated. It only 

accumulates in the pill. Next to the medicine, it solidifies into something like blood fat. 

 

"Lord of Reincarnation, this is the heaven-reaching medicinal pill, the Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill, 

which is said to be refined by collecting the killing energy of soldiers from ancient battlefields and all 

kinds of remnants of wronged souls. Come out, it's very precious." 

 

Liu Yexi introduced to Ye Chen that the elixir was the Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill, and it was also one 

of the highlights of this auction. The starting price was 800,000 gold source jade, which was comparable 

to the demon emperor's bone. 

 



Even if the elixir of the heavenly level is placed in Wuwu time and space, it is still a top-level elixir, which 

is hard to come by and difficult to refine. 

 

"Who wanted to steal the Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill before?" 

 

Ye Chen asked curiously. 

 

"It's the Treasure Thieves of Sand Group, a group of thieves who are active near Sand City. They 

pretended to be guests, sneaked into my Misty Chamber of Commerce, and quietly stole the Heavenly 

Soul Blood Bone Pill." 

 

"The timing of their attack was very good. That day happened to be the day of refining the Moon 

Emperor Demon Pill, so our chamber of commerce was a bit negligent in defense." 

 

"Although in the end, we recovered the elixir, but during the battle, the elixir was also damaged." 

 

"Now, my Misty Chamber of Commerce has issued a warrant. Whoever can destroy the Sand Thief 

Group can get a reward of 300,000 gold source jade." 

 

While speaking, Liu Yexi took out a scroll and handed it to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen unfolded it and saw that the scroll turned out to be a letter of entrustment, on which was 

printed the wanted order of the Misty Chamber of Commerce. Whoever can wipe out the treasure 

troupe of the Sand Pirates can receive a reward of 300,000 yuan of jade based on the letter of 

entrustment. 

 

"Three hundred thousand source jade, your Chamber of Commerce is really rich and powerful." 

 

Ye Chen smiled, and the arrest warrant stated that Jawei, the leader of the Treasure Pirates of Sand 

Group, was only cultivated at the fifth level of the Divine Dao Realm, and had no more than a hundred 

people under him. 
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To arrest such a group of thieves would cost 300,000 Yuan Yu. I have to say that the Misty Chamber of 

Commerce has really spent a lot of money. 

 

Liu Yexi said helplessly: "This is also a matter of no choice. In order to maintain the reputation of the 

chamber of commerce, we must resort to thunderous means. Otherwise, in the future, any cat or dog 

will come to our chamber of commerce to steal things, and the business will not be able to continue." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and realized that he was trying to make an example of others. 

 

Liu Yexi said: "If the lord of reincarnation is interested, he can also accept this letter of entrustment." 

 

Ye Chen turned his gaze, and with his current strength of the Fifth Heaven of Infinite Realm, he is 

enough to defeat the leader of the Treasure Bandit of Sha Sha. 

 

The 300,000 Origin Jade can be said to be within easy reach. 

 

"I'll keep an eye out." 

 

Ye Chen accepted the letter of entrustment, but he didn't finish his sentence. 

 

Liu Yexi thought it was Ye Chen who agreed, and said happily: "The Lord of Reincarnation is willing to 

make a move, that would be the best." 

 

After a pause, she pointed to Tiantian Soul Blood Bone Pill, and said, "Now, please ask the Lord of 

Reincarnation to help repair this pill." 

 

Ye Chen said: "No problem." 

 



At the moment, Ye Chen didn't talk nonsense, and directly put the entire Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill, 

as well as the energy source quality that flowed out, into the pill furnace, and then turned it into the 

Taoist alchemy technique. 

 

Teng sound. 

 

Inside the pill furnace, a raging fire was ignited, and in the crimson flames, a cyan-blue fairy light 

appeared again, and the Bagua Daoyun was magnificent. 

 

Ye Chen narrowed his eyes slightly. He has to say that the Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill is indeed a 

heavenly-level elixir. With his current attainments in alchemy, it may not be easy to restore it, and it will 

take a lot of energy and time. . 

 

Tomorrow is the day of the auction. In just one day, it is obviously difficult to restore the elixir. 

 

However, Ye Chen had a flexible mind and quickly thought of a way. 

 

"Zhouguang bloodline, open!" 

 

With a soft shout in Ye Chen's heart, he directly activated Zhou Guang's blood. 

 

This Zhouguang bloodline is the bloodline he refined and absorbed long ago, and it has the wonderful 

effect of controlling the law of time. 

 

As soon as Zhou Guang's bloodline was opened, on the alchemy furnace, a vast and endless law of time 

appeared, with sundials, hourglasses, images of the sun, moon and stars constantly intertwining and 

shuttling. 

 

Time began to flow backwards, and Ye Chen used Zhou Guang's blood to hit the Heavenly Soul Blood 

Bone Pill one after another with the laws of time. 

 



The state of the Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill gradually recovered from being damaged to its previous 

integrity, the energy sources that flowed out shrank back again, and the cracks in the pill quickly closed 

and recovered. 

 

This is Ye Chen using the blood of Zhou Guang to reverse the time on the Tianshun Blood Bone Pill, so 

that the damaged pill can be restored to its unbroken state. 

 

The power of Zhouguang's bloodline, combined with his Taoist alchemy technique, the two were 

perfectly integrated and played perfectly, and soon the Tianhun Blood Bone Pill was fully restored and 

completely restored. 

 

Liu Yexi was stunned. Ye Chen's method of reversing time is really against the sky. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, you really have great powers, I admire, admire!" 

 

When Liu Yexi saw that the Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill had been restored to its integrity in the pill 

furnace, she was overwhelmed with surprise and admired Ye Chen's supernatural powers. 

 

"This is your reward." 

 

Liu Yexi took out a storage bag containing Golden Origin Jade, and delivered it to Ye Chen by courier. 

 

Ye Chen accepted it. He currently has a net worth of 450,000 Yuanyu, which is not too little. It is more 

than enough to bid for general items. 

 

However, if he wanted to bid for top treasures such as the fragments of the Heavenly Demon Castle, the 

Demon Emperor's Divine Bone, and the Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill, his financial resources were far 

from enough. 

 

"President Liu, I have something here, is your chamber of commerce interested in buying it?" 

 



With a slight thought in his mind, Ye Chen took out three things, namely the Jade Slip of Divine Art from 

the Mother of Heaven and Earth Palm, the cultivation secret of the Phantom Sword Constellation, and 

the Killing Immortal Pond from the Ten Immortal Ponds. 

 

He planned to sell the Heaven and Earth Mother Origin Palm, the Illusory Sword Constellation, and the 

Slaughter Immortal Pond to earn some source jade. 

 

Seeing what Ye Chen took out, Liu Yexi was taken aback, and said, "Heaven and Earth Mother Origin 

Palm, Illusion Sword Constellation, this is the Thirty-Three Heavens Divine Art!" 

 

"Also, this Slaughter Immortal Pond is one of the top ten Immortal Ponds. It can enhance people's 

fighting will, and it is very precious with murderous damage. Do you want to take it out and sell it?" 

 

Ye Chen looked at Liu Yexi's surprised expression, his expression was still calm, and said: "Yes, President 

Liu, let's estimate the price." 

 

He has many magical powers and magic weapons, and there will be no loss if he sells the things he 

doesn't use frequently. It's like cleaning up the warehouse savings and earning Yuanyu. 

 

Liu Yexi's eyes were a little hot. The Heaven and Earth Mother Origin Palm, the Illusion Sword 

Constellation, and the Slaughtering Immortal Pond may not be anything to Ye Chen, but to ordinary 

people, they are very precious things. 

 

"The palm of the mother of heaven and earth, one hundred thousand source jade." 

 

"Phantom Sword Constellation, two hundred thousand." 

 

"Slaughter Immortal Pond, 400,000." 

 

"Together, 700,000 Origin Jade, our Piaomiao Chamber of Commerce took it." 

 

Liu Yexi gritted her teeth and gave an estimate. 



 

This estimate was also within Ye Chen's psychological acceptance range, so he immediately nodded and 

said, "Yes, the deal." 

 

Liu Yexi breathed a sigh of relief when she saw Ye Chen say that the deal was made. The purchase price 

of 700,000 Yuan Yu was clearly profitable for their chamber of commerce. 

 

However, Ye Chen didn't care too much, he was already very satisfied. 

 

Moreover, he made a move earlier to help refine the Moon Emperor Demon Pill, and the Misty Chamber 

of Commerce gave him two fragments of the Heavenly Demon Castle, which he already earned with 

blood. 

 

Liu Yexi pointed to the medicinal materials piled up in the warehouse, and said: "Master of 

Reincarnation, your alchemy skills are superb, why not help our chamber of commerce to refine a batch 

of elixirs, and we will give you enough rewards." 
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Ye Chen nodded quickly and said, "Yes." 

 

Anyway, the auction will start tomorrow, so it would be nice for him to help refine the elixir today and 

earn some source jade. 

 

Right now, Ye Chen continued to make alchemy. 

 

The Misty Chamber of Commerce was also very generous, and gave Ye Chen a full 150,000 source jade 

as a reward. 

 



Ye Chen's net worth swelled to 1.3 million yuan jade in just one day, which is finally a bit of a fortune. He 

also has a little confidence in tomorrow's auction, and he may be able to win the fragments of the Omen 

Castle. 

 

After a busy day, Ye Chen fell asleep in the guest room arranged by the Chamber of Commerce late at 

night. 
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Ye Chen successfully won it at a price of 710,000 Yuan Yu, which is a bit expensive, but barely 

acceptable. 

 

After several more rounds of auctions, finally, a treasure with a price higher than that of the Heavenly 

Demon Castle appeared on the stage, and that was a heaven-reaching elixir, the Heavenly Soul Blood 

Bone Pill! 

 

In fact, in terms of overall value, the Heavenly Demon Castle is naturally more precious, and in the long 

run, it is also more cost-effective. 

 

However, this Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill is a heaven-reaching elixir, which can greatly improve a 

person's cultivation, and has very few side effects, so the actual price is actually higher than that of the 

Heavenly Demon Castle. 

 

"Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill, a heaven-reaching elixir, the starting price is 800,000 source jade!" 

 

Liu Yexi reported the price, and everyone's eyes were focused on the Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill. 

 

That elixir seemed to contain the killing spirit of military strategists in ancient battlefields, but it did not 

smell of blood and filth. It only had a noble and mellow medicinal spirit, which was full of energy, 

surrounded by the laws of the gods and kings, making it dizzying. 

 



As soon as Xin Xingya saw the Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill, her beautiful eyes lit up, and she directly 

raised her placard to bid, "I'll offer one million." 

 

Hearing Xin Xingya's bid, the audience was in an uproar. 

 

The starting price was 800,000, and she raised the bid to 1 million in an instant. The bid was very 

generous and rich. 

 

"It's Miss Xingya, the daughter of the Jubao Chamber of Commerce." 

 

"Tsk tsk, so this is Miss Xingya. It is said that we have no time and space, the most famous Bai Fumei, she 

is really beautiful." 

 

"Look at her figure, hehe, it's really hot, if you can touch it, it should be very cool, right?" 

 

"Shut up! You are crazy, you dare to utter such obscene words, you are dead, Treasure Gathering 

Chamber of Commerce is said to be the number one killer organization, the gold master of the deep 

realm, if you dare to insult Miss Xingya, just wait for the killer to come to your door! " 

 

Countless gazes fell on Xin Xingya's body. Many guests were amazed at her beauty and figure, and some 

even spoke frivolously. 

 

There is a legend that the Jubao Chamber of Commerce is the gold master of the Deep Nether Realm, 

and the Deep Nether Realm is the most mysterious and terrifying killer organization in no time and 

space. The lord even received a mission to assassinate a certain supreme ancestor of the Eighth 

Patriarch of the Dao Sect, and he succeeded. , the strength is very powerful. 

 

Those who dare to speak lightly about Xin Xingya will naturally end up in a bad situation. 

 

The face of the person who slipped his words turned pale in an instant, and he didn't dare to speak out 

again. 

 



Ye Chen narrowed his eyes slightly, he just came to Wuwu Time and Space not long ago, and he didn't 

know many secrets. 

 

Now that he heard the discussions around him, he felt that the Treasure Gathering Chamber of 

Commerce seemed to be stronger than he had imagined. 

 

"Miss Xingya is really rich and powerful, but I also want the soul blood bone pill today. I wonder if Miss 

Xingya can give it up? I am very grateful, one million and fifty thousand." 

 

At this time, Ye Han turned his eyes to Xin Xingya, and asked with a gentle smile, while bidding. 

 

He didn't compete for the Heavenly Demon Castle just now, so he wanted to keep the money and 

compete for the Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill. 

 

Xin Xingya smiled and said, "Young Master Yehan is a big shot in the Heavenly Emperor Realm. The 

Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill is only a heaven-level pill, so I'm afraid it won't be of much use to you, 

right? I need this pill for promotion and breakthrough. Please invite Master Yehan Don't compete with 

me, thank you very much, 1.2 million." 

 

There was another commotion in the audience. Xin Xingya is worthy of being the number one Bai Fumei 

in Wuwu Time and Space, with strong financial resources. Once the price was increased, the price 

increased to 1.2 million, which was suffocating. 

 

Ye Han also gasped, he didn't expect Xin Xingya to increase the price so much, he smiled dryly, and said, 

"Miss Xingya, do you have any treasures in the Treasure Gathering Chamber of Commerce, why bother 

to fight with me for this elixir? The Soul Blood Bone Pill can strengthen my Heavenly Emperor Qi, I 

urgently need it, and I just ask Miss Xingya to give it up, 1.3 million!" 

 

Xin Xingya said: "A mere elixir of the sky-reaching level can actually strengthen Mr. Ye Han's Heavenly 

Emperor Qi. Could it be that Mr. Ye Han's cultivation background is so shallow? One and a half million, 

Mr. Ye Han is a majestic Emperor of Heaven, so I don't want it." Competing with me, a little girl in the 

Divine Dao Realm." 

 



In just a short time, the price of the Soul Blood Bone Pill soared from the starting price of 800,000 Origin 

Jade to 1.5 million. 

 

The atmosphere in the audience was warm, and Liu Yexi on the stage, as well as many members of the 

Misty Chamber of Commerce, all showed joyful expressions. 

 

Ye Han's face was a little gloomy, and he said, "Miss Xingya, as long as you give me the Heavenly Soul 

Blood Bone Pill, I am willing to join the Deep Nether Realm." 

 

In the beginning, before Yehan rebelled, he was a famous killer under the ancient god Tuodi. 

 

Later, he left with the ten-tailed rebellion and wandered in the heavens. 

 

The top killer organization in Wuwu time and space, the deep realm, once sent an invitation to him. 

 

He was also in the Deep Nether Realm, serving as a registered killer and performing many tasks, but he 

couldn't accept the restraint and left anyway. 

 

He knew that the gold master behind the Deep Underworld Realm was the Jubao Chamber of 

Commerce. 

 

Therefore, now he has come up with the conditions for joining the Deep Underworld Realm, and would 

rather sacrifice part of his freedom than take the Heavenly Soul Blood Bone Pill. 

 

When Xin Xingya heard this, she didn't seem to understand, and said, "Young Master Ye Han, it doesn't 

seem to have anything to do with me, does it?" 

 

"One and a half million, can you afford a higher price than this?" 

 

Ye Han's face was very ugly, and he didn't know if Xin Xingya was really confused or fake, 1.5 million, of 

course he could continue to increase the price. When he defected to the ancient God Tuodi, he stole a 

lot of property and resources, and his family was rich. 



 

However, he is the Emperor of Heaven after all, and the resources consumed in his daily practice are an 

astronomical figure, no matter how rich his family is, he cannot spend it indiscriminately. 

 


